
ready, willing and able to participate responsibly in
running a non-racial government.

The absence of organised anti-Whiteism springs ulti
mately from recognition of the fact that in spite of the
bitterness and humiliations resulting from contact with
the White man, the experience has not been without its
gains. These are such that in a free society the African
would go out of his way to ensure that the White man
stayed here not only because he was human but also
because it was in the interest of the Black man that he

From a

Golden City

An ugly city this: squat and solid.,
Buildings absorb our precious commercial
Commodity, sunlight, and enclose persons
Of an impressive spruceness, who perform
Very regularly the rites of commerce,
Leaving weekends free for leisure.

1t is easy to generalise
And condemn, but I have heard
There are typists, sleek
Durable women, who will
With pride display
Certificates of efficiency
From a business college,
And eye jealously
Their great keyed machines.
The suburbs of the city
Are witness to much content,
I feel, but I do not know
All the people there.

should.
Where the paucity of numbers gives the Afrikaner

Nationalist his sense of insecurity and in that way has
developed in him an exaggerated regard for race,
numerical superiority guarantees survival for the Afri
can. Fulfilment for him is thus not in the direction of
asserting racial rights or, for that matter, of vengeance.
It is in making the best possible use of his life. He
wants to participate in making the laws which shape
his future. He wants to live in a decent house, to have

It is
A question of control: there are men
Who presume to make decisions about
The jlatboys, the typists, myself.
Decisions of much moment, handling
Forcep-like these untidy lives.
Huge structures of legislation form
Which insinuate as easily into
The small brown hut perched
Hopefully across the Kei as into
That white edifice among the trees
Where a little pink man retires
In the afternoon, after, I suppose,
('For I do not know) supervising
Religious mysteries in the city.

We of Africa, inhabiting
The same continent, sharing
The attributes of genital hair
And anger, must very soon
Tumble all the books, allow
The long sentences to blur
Into further grey nonsense
-Matching the colour and texture
Of the wearily trodden
Pavements in this city.

J. W. PRICE

Sometimes,
When SUl111ner has shaped a night
Of an infinite perfection,
Blocks of flats disgorge their 'boys'
From caves on the upper storey
Little dark rooms which surround
The lift mechanism as if it H"ere
S0111e devilish, complaining god.
They gather under a streetlight,
And make music. They also dance,
And sing in a language most melodious,
Whicti I do not understand.
They smile across at me as I
Shuffle past to my rendezvous
In a subtly lit room, where I sip
Imported liquids, and poise
My conversation.
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